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Abstract
It has been experimentally observed that, in some Mott nanomaterials, outstanding dielectric
losses may appear at microwave frequencies, leading to a rapid increase of temperature. This
often takes place in association with the insulator to metal transition (IMT) in these materials.
However, when other materials with a similar structure and composition are subjected to the
same intensity of microwave (MW) irradiation, the observed heating is minimal. Here we show
that the electron dynamics of these materials are responsible for their different heating
behaviour. More specifically, for LaCoO3 perovskite nanoparticles, the spin shifts causing the IMT
are also responsible for the observed heating behaviour. Under suitable conditions, the intense
absorption of MW radiation leads to extremely high heating rates, above 600 degrees
per second. The insight gained from this study has been used to design a directly heated
catalytic system (LaCoO3 perovskite nanoparticles on a MW-transparent cordierite monolith)
capable to operate under a stable, significant solid-gas temperature gradient.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
015.11.040
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Introduction

Achieving a highly localized heating (i.e., delivering energy
directly and precisely to a region of reduced dimensions)
has long been a challenging objective in scientific research.
When the dimensions of the desired hot spots are of micron
en access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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or sub-micron dimensions, conventional heating mechan-
isms (conduction and convection) are not able to deliver
sufficient spatial precision, and electromagnetic fields cap-
able of selective interactions with certain materials become
the only option. Thus, magnetic nanoparticles can be used
as targets in the presence of alternating magnetic fields [1]
and plasmonic nanoparticles with suitable characteristics
are able respond to electromagnetic radiation [2]. Both
types of nanoparticles have given rise to a variety of
applications demanding localized heating, especially in the
biomedical field [3].

On the other hand, microwave heating has been exten-
sively studied as an alternative method to supply energy to
a variety of liquid and solid materials. Unlike conventional
heating, where conduction and convection are the usual
heating mechanisms, microwaves provide energy to suscep-
tible materials in a direct manner, resulting in the volu-
metric heating of materials capable of dielectric loss.
Microwaves (MW) also afford the possibility of selective
heating, meaning that a target material can be selectively
heated inside a non-absorbing (or comparatively less
absorbing) matrix. This characteristic allows the creation
of hot spots from which heat is transferred by conduction to
a comparatively cooler bulk material, and has been used in
applications as diverse as ignition of energetic composites,
combustion synthesis of advanced materials, powder sinter-
ing, cancer treatment or catalysis [4–9]. Ideally, if a
sufficiently intense deposition of energy can be achieved,
nanoparticles made of microwave absorbing materials could
act as efficient energy sinks, providing a highly localized,
nano-sized hot spot.

Achieving this level of enhancement of MW absorption is
challenging, not less because the mechanisms of MW heat-
ing of solid materials are far from completely understood.
Thus, MW heating of a solution containing polar molecules
can be reasonably well explained as a consequence of dipole
rotations. However in solids, where there are no dipoles
able to rotate freely, heating is explained as the result of
different categories of polarization induced by the electric
field, namely electronic, atomic, dipolar and interfacial
polarizations. Even for relatively simple systems, this may
lead to an interplay of influences that are not easily
visualized in terms of a single physical model. Take as an
example amorphous carbon. This is a relatively homoge-
neous solid where heating is often explained mainly as a
result of interfacial polarization (Maxwell- Wagner-Sillars or
MWS polarization). However, there are significant reserva-
tions regarding the applicability of this model, based on the
differences between the basic assumptions of the MWS
model and the features of carbon-based solids [10]. If the
concentration of impurities or defects is significant, such as
in carbon nanotubes, other heating mechanisms and com-
plex interactions have to be taken into account [11], further
complicating the understanding and control of the process
of energy deposition.

For perovskite materials complexity increases, since a
range of stoichiometries and crystal structures are possible
(perovskites can accommodate around 90% of the metallic
elements of the Periodic Table [12]) which increases the
possibilities regarding electronic configurations and their
response to coupled external fields. Most perovskites are
easily heated by microwaves, but the differences in heating
rates can be very substantial. While the absorption of
microwave power (and therefore the heating rate) is usually
related to the loss tangent, tan δ=ε"/ε´, defined as the
ratio between the dielectric loss and the dielectric constant
of the material, the value of tan δ has to be measured
experimentally for each material and operating conditions.
However, this is an empirical measurement, required
because a predictive model capable of explaining the
interaction of microwave energy with perovskites is still
lacking. A variety of factors have been invoked to justify the
diverse behaviour concerning the absorption of microwave
power by different perovskite materials and their observed
heating rates. These include the nature of the central atom
and its number of unpaired d‐electrons, as well as the
particle size and specific surface area [13], the re-
orientation of permanent dipole molecules [14] and the
presence of defects in the material [15].

On the other hand, strongly correlated materials, and in
particular Mott oxides present competing electronic states
and, in the region in which several states are nearly
degenerate, perturbations such as electromagnetic fields
are able to induce dramatic responses [16]. Also, numerous
materials with good coupling at microwave frequencies are
metal oxides with incompletely filled d- or f-electron shells
and narrow energy bands [17]. Many perovskites share these
characteristics and therefore, electron dynamics provide a
suitable starting point to investigate the interaction of
perovskites with microwaves for heating purposes. In this
work we have selected a well-known perovskite (LaCoO3) as
the basis of our study, and then used density functional
theory to understand its electronic dynamics. The insight
gained in the elucidation of the resonant behaviour of
LaCoO3 under MW radiation allows us to explain the
response (or lack of thereof) of other perovskites to MW
fields.
Materials and methods

The different perovskites used in this work were prepared
by the citrate method. Initially the desired weights of the
corresponding nitrates were dissolved in deionized water.
After titration, the solutions were mixed in the desired
proportions and N moles of citric acid were added (N being
equal to the total number of moles of metals). The solution
was maintained at 373 K for 12 h, which rendered a porous
gel. This was then ground and calcined in two stages at a
rate of 2 K/min, first at 573 K for 30 min, and then at 1073 K
for 2 h. The morphology of the samples was observed by
scanning electron microscopy (FEI, Inspect F50) and the
composition of the samples was analized via Energy Dis-
persive X-ray (EDX) Spectroscopy. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
was used to check the crystal phases present in the
synthesized samples using a diffractometer (D-Max Rigaku)
using a graphite monochromator for selecting the CuKα
radiation (Figure S1, supplementary information). BET spe-
cific surface areas were measured by nitrogen adsorption at
77 K (Micromeritics TriStar) and values ranged from 9 to
13 m2/g for the different perovskites.

The experimental microwave heating system and details of
the reactor set up are presented in the supplementary
information section (Figure S2, supplementary information).
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Figure 1 (A) Heating curves at 60W of 200 mg slabs containing
2% of LaBO3 (B = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) perovskite or CNTs and 98%
KBr as agglutinant. B) Samples with 20 % of perovskites and 80%
KBr. The insets in A) and B) correspond to thermal images of the
spherical slabs containing the MW-sensitive materials. C) A flash
heating experiment with 0.18 mg of LaCoO3 deposited on MW-
transparent quartz channels. C1: The sample is stabilized under
65 Watts at �645 K. C2) Power is switched off and sample
allowed to cool to �610 K. C3) Power on again. After 0.15 s at
150 W 710 K are reached (see video in Electr. Supp.
Information).
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Of especial interest was set up used for temperature measure-
ments under reaction, which was specifically developed for this
work in order to obtain direct temperature readings from the
solid surface. All the heating experiments were conducted in
ambient air, except the n-hexane combustion experiments,
that were performed with a feed containing 200 ppmV n-
hexane in air at atmospheric pressure.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed using VASP, Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package, the
details about these calculations are presented in the
supplementary information section.

Results and Discussion

Widely different heating behaviour of perovskites
under MW irradiation

LaCrO3, LaMnO3, LaFeO3, LaCoO3 and LaNiO3 perovskites
(formally d3 to d7) have been prepared as nanoparticles with
a diameter around 100 nm and then either deposited on MW-
transparent cordierite monoliths or pressed into slabs using
MW-transparent KBr as binder. The varied (and sometimes
counter-intuitive) responses of 200 mg slabs containing
respectively 2 and 20 wt% of sensitive material when MW-
irradiated at 60 W are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that
the slab with 2 wt% of LaCoO3 heats slowly at first, then the
heating rate increases exponentially, reaching 1000 K after
100 seconds. This is in sharp contrast with the observed
behaviour for other samples with 2% of perovskite (B=Cr,
Fe, Ni, Mn), whose temperature barely increased. For
comparison, the results obtained with slabs containing 2%
of carbon nanotubes are also shown. In this case a fast
ignition in the first few seconds is observed, followed by a
slower increase to ca. 723 K. The immediate ignition
displayed by CNTs differs from the progressive heating
profile of LaCoO3, where abrupt energy absorption occurs
only above 473 K. Interestingly in this case, when the
concentration of microwave-absorbing material (LaCoO3)
was increased by an order of magnitude (from 2 to 20%), a
different heating pattern was obtained, and the tempera-
tures reached were lower, with a maximum steady tem-
perature around 730 K (Figure 1B). It should be noticed that
of all the slabs with 20% perovskite in Figure 1B, only those
structures that may present an uneven occupation of the d
orbitals, LaMnO3, LaCoO3 and LaNiO3, heat up significantly
(Table 1). In addition, their heating pattern is similar to that
observed for the 2% CNT sample: immediate ignition fol-
lowed by a levelling off of the temperature curve. On the
other hand, LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 without unpaired eg elec-
trons, showed a negligible increment of the temperature,
even at 20% loading.

This heating behaviour can be rationalized by noting that
LaNiO3 is metallic in all the temperature range while
LaCoO3 and LaMnO3 start metallic transitions around 500 K
and 750 K respectively. A perovskite loading of 20% is above
the percolation threshold of the slabs, and therefore the
samples will present a metal-like behaviour after the
insulator-metal transition (IMT), reflecting most of the
radiation. As a consequence, after a fast initial ignition,
the temperature levels off (Figure 1B). It is interesting to
note that this is the same behaviour observed for CNTs. In
this case, due to their extremely high aspect ratio, percola-
tion can be achieved with low loads and a 2 wt% nanotube
content is already above the threshold. In contrast, a 2 wt%
perovskite load is not enough to make the slabs conductive,
and the LaCoO3 nanoparticles display the maximum dielec-
tric loss. An inflection in the heating curve can be seen close
to 500 K indicating the progressive IMT that takes place in
the nanoparticles. To have a direct illustration of the
extremely fast MW absorption of this perovskite above the
IMT, a small amount of LaCoO3 nanoparticles was deposited
on MW-transparent quartz grooves (Figure 1C). The sample
temperature was carefully stabilized at 645 K, well above
the IMT value, then allowed to cool slightly to 610 K and
subjected to a power of 150 W. The fast MW absorption led



Table 1 Electronic configuration, magnetic behaviour and energy gap for the perovskites tested in this work.

Perovskite Electronic Configuration Magnetic properties Electrical properties

LaCrO3 Antiferromagnetic (TNeel�300K) Insulator Optical gap �4eV

LaMnO3 Antiferromagnetic (TNeel�140K) Semiconductor Optical gap �1,2eV
IMT transition at 750K

LaFeO3 Antiferromagnetic (TNeel�740K) Insulator Optical gap �2,2eV

LaCoO3 Diamagnetic Semiconductor Optical gap o1,2eV
Transition at T=80K to Paramagnetic IMT transition at 500K

LaNiO3 Paramagnetic Metallic

Table 2 DFT Co-O distances (Å) for different values of the GGA+U approach versus experimental determinations for LaCoO3

(I2/a).

Ordering Spin LaCoO3 I2/a Co-O1 (Å) Co-O2 (Å) Co-O3 (Å) ΔE(eV)

Experimental (250 K) 1.877 1.935 1.979
FM LS U=4 1.910 1.910 1.910
FM HS U=7.6 1.866 1.952 1.974
FM HS U=7.8 1.864 1.951 1.974
FM HS U = 8 1.862 1.949 1.970 0.94
AF HS U=8 1.863 1.944 1.955 0.00
FM IS U=8 1.928 1.928 1.930 1.05
FM HS U=8.2 1.859 1.948 1.972
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to heating rates exceeding 600 K/s (see video in support
online material).

Supplementary material related to this article can be
found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2015.
11.040.
Theoretical Calculations

Many transition metal oxides show an insulating Mott phase
in which holes and occupied sites form bound states due to
their coulomb interactions [18]. The universal energy gaps
exhibited by nominally metallic carbon-nanotubes also
agree with a Mott state [19]. It is also well established that
temperature, pressure, doping, magnetic fields and electric
fields can trigger various types of metal-insulator transitions
in transition metal oxides [20]. Because of the perturba-
tions, the localized electron character progresses gradually
towards a collective model. However, the emerging con-
ducting state from the IMT differs considerably from that
corresponding to free electrons in conventional metals [21],
since the displacement of atoms is required to allow the
movement of the charge carriers (polarons). Accordingly the
effective mass for the vibronic charge carrier is generally
greater than that of a free electron. Polarons are very slow
compared with the electronic oscillations in typical metals

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2015.11.040
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2015.11.040


Figure 2 Energy diagram and calculated charge transfer in
LaCoO3 due to the HS to IS orbital excitation in Co atoms.
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and the relaxation rates of the polarons fall into the
microwave regime [22]. This means that it is possible to
induce collective oscillations of the polarons in resonance at
microwave frequencies.

In its ground state LaCoO3 is a diamagnetic insulator, as
the temperature is raised to �90 K, it becomes paramag-
netic, and with a further increase to �500 K the IMT takes
place. The competition between low-spin (LS)t62ge

0
g, high-

spin (HS)t42ge
2
g, and intermediate-spin (IS)t52ge

1
g states for Co

3

+ atoms accounts for the observed changes in the properties
for rare-earth cobaltites. The low spin t62ge

0
g configuration is

predominant at the lowest temperatures. The thermal
population of the high-spin state confirms the first state
crossover at �90 K (LS-HS) [23,24]. With increasing tem-
perature, at around 500 K, a gradual insulator-metal cross-
over starts that shows the characteristics of a Mott
transition in strongly correlated electron systems [25]. Our
calculations indicate that the semiconductor to metal
transition in LaCoO3 proceeds via intermediate spin
(IS)t52ge

1
g mixed states (Table 3). The HS state is more stable

than IS [26] and the IS state has a metallic band structure
[24], likely to organize in a ferromagnetic exchange inter-
action [25].

Our calculations for HS Cobalt agree well with published
X-ray diffraction data [26] in showing the presence of a
coherent Jahn-Teller effect with three unequal Co-O bond
lengths: one short (�1.87 Å), one long (�1.97 Å) and one
medium (�1.95 Å). The Jahn-Teller distortion of each
Cobalt atom prevails in mixed conformations (HS-IS) with
metal atoms in different spin states. Due to the increasing
electron delocation the degeneracy of the eg orbitals
recovers for the final metallic ferromagnetic phase with
all the Cobalt atoms in the IS state (Table 2).

The dielectric loss in perovskites has an origin associated
to electronic relaxation mechanisms. Ab-initio calculations
allow us to identify the local shifts of the LaCoO3 electron
density due to the t42ge

2
g to t52ge

1
g spin crossover in the Co

atoms. A net charge transfers from the oxygen atoms to the
central Cobalt, see Figure 2. The e orbital has a Co-O
antibonding character versus the nonbonding t orbital; Co
atoms reduce by �0.2 electrons after the HS-IS inversion.
Such process constitutes a dielectric relaxation mechanism
with a natural resonance frequency that depends on the
activation energy required for the orbital transition. We
observe the pronounced decrease of the activation energy
for the HS-IS spin crossover with the development of
ferromagnetic ordering (Figure 2 and Table 3). At the IMT,
the orbital excitation (e-t) becomes an effective dielectric
relaxation mechanism related to the lifetime of the charge
carriers. Because the spin gap progressively diminishes,
LaCoO3 evolves towards collective electron oscillations with
an intrinsic relaxation mechanism that gradually enters in
resonance with the MW field.

At the spin-crossover, the lattice polarization adapts to
the charge distribution of the diverse electronic configura-
tions, a dynamic process that involves continuous shifting of
the wave function according to the changing electromag-
netic field. The radiated energy is primarily dropped to the
resonant collective oscillations of the charge carriers, and
the electrons transfer their energy to the lattice through
the modification of the Jahn-Teller distortions associated
with the dielectric relaxation mechanism. This kind of
thermal process takes several picoseconds [27], orders of
magnitude faster than the oscillation of the excitation in
our study. Therefore, equilibrium thermodynamics predo-
minantly account for experimental data [28]. As shown in
Figure 1, the continuous conversion of microwave energy
into heat through the electron-phonon coupling raises the
temperature of the LaCoO3 sample, first gradually, then
exponentially, as the oscillations of the charge carriers
couple to the external MW field around the IMT.
Application to direct catalyst heating

A nanosized hot spot can find application in a multitude of
scenarios, as explained in the Introduction. However, since
perovskites are active oxidation catalysts themselves, we
have chosen as a proof of concept, a combustion reaction
(n-hexane in air) application, where the perovskite catalyst
is selectively heated. Given the difficulties involved in
measuring temperatures in closed systems (chemical reac-
tors) under MW heating (see for instance [29]) we have
developed a specific design in which the MW-transparent
cordierite monolith with the dispersed perovskite nanopar-
ticles (Figure 3) has been housed in a quartz reactor with a
ZnSe window that allows direct observation of the cordier-
ite monolith using a thermographic camera, while an IR
optical fiber in contact with the outer (downstream) surface
of the monolith, measured the temperature of the gases
exiting the reactor (see supplementary information for
details of the set up). The same set up was used under
conventional (electrical) heating to compare the reactor
performance under both heating modes.

As expected, with a perovskite loading around 5 wt%,
well dispersed on the cordierite monolith (Figure 3, mid-
dle), the LaCoO3 perovskite heated efficiently under a MW
power of 30 W, while under the same conditions a very small
temperature increase was measured for the LaMnO3 sample
(Figure 3, top). To check the stability of the LaCoO3

perovskite under MW heating a series of 10 MW heating
cycles were performed during which temperatures higher
than 623 K were reached. A detailed comparison of the XRD
results obtained before and after the heating experiments



Table 3 DFT (U = 8) predictions for different LaCoO3 spin states, C1[R3-c] unit cell.
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Figure 3 Top. Left: Thermographic IR images of the LaMnO3 and LaCoO3-coated cordierite monoliths under microwave irradiation.
Right: Temperature distribution obtained from a thermographic image of the LaCoO3-coated cordierite monolith, from which the
average surface temperature can be calculated. Middle: Scanning Electron Microscopy views of the surface of the cordierite
monolith after coating with LaCoO3 nanoparticles. Magnification increases anticlockwise from the upper left hand corner. Bottom:
Light-off curves obtained under conventional (⎕) and microwave heating (crossed circles: average solid temperature measured by an
Infrared Camera and open circles: exit gas temperature measured by an Optical Fiber) for Hexane combustion with (�36 mg) of
LaCoO3 nanoparticles on a cordierite monolith (200 ppm in air 4 ml/min �mg).
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(Figure S3, supplementary information) showed no differ-
ences in the XRD patterns regarding the peak positions or
the crystallite size, calculated from the Scherrer
equation (around 15 nm in both cases).

The results of the reaction experiments (Figure 3, bot-
tom) show that the same light-off curve is obtained
irrespective of the heating mechanism (MW heating or
conventional heating) provided that the average monolith
temperature (IR camera, MW heating) and the temperature
measured with a thermocouple in the middle of the mono-
lith (conventional heating) are used as references. However,
under MW heating the temperature measured by the IR
probe was considerably lower (�40 K) than the average
temperature obtained with the thermographic IR camera.
This reflects different heating dynamics: MW radiation
selectively heats perovskite nanoparticles while the cor-
dierite support and the gas phase are largely microwave-
transparent. The cordierite monolith heats rapidly by con-
duction from the perovskite nanoparticles, and releases
heat towards the gas phase. As a consequence, a significant
temperature difference can be established between the
directly heated catalytic monolith and the relatively colder
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gas stream in the reactor. This is in contrast with conven-
tional heating, where the catalyst is heated by conduction
through the reactor wall and convection from the gas phase,
and the gas–solid temperature gradient is minimal. Thus, by
using simultaneously perovskite nanoparticles as MW sus-
ceptors and catalysts, the energy lost in the gas stream is
lowered, and a higher energy efficiency can be obtained.

Conclusions

The above results demonstrate the central role of the high spin
(HS) to intermediate spin (IS) crossover in LaCoO3-based per-
ovskites to account for their heating under MW radiation. The
process leads to highly localized heating, with the initial
formation of hot spots of nanosized dimensions. Not completely
unlike the photothermal effects that result in the heating of
plasmonic nanoparticles by NIR radiation, here electron move-
ments are also responsible for the deposition of electromagnetic
energy. However, the use of Mott materials such as the LaCoO3

perovskites investigated in this work widens considerably the
applicable wavelengths, to include microwave and radiofre-
quency. As a proof of concept, microwave irradiation has been
used to deliver energy to catalytic perovskite nanoparticles
dispersed on a MW-transparent cordierite support. This resulted
in a significant temperature gap between the solid surface and
the bulk gas phase, paving the way for substantial energy
savings.

The concept of MW-localized heating can be applied to
other nanoscale Mott materials such as those based on
carbon (carbon nanotubes, graphene, fullerenes), metallic
oxides (Vanadium, Cobalt or Nickel oxides), and other
perovskites. The Mott material and the support must be
selected according to the specific application and the range
of temperatures of interest.
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